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WHAT IS OUR PRIMARY USE CASE?
We're primarily using it for wireless users. It's actually to monitor use; we're using stand-alone wireless controllers in all our sites.
HOW HAS IT HELPED MY ORGANIZATION?
Before we used Aruba Wireless we had individual access points connected to our switches. We didn't actually have a centralized
switch that could control all of our access points. Now, bringing the Aruba Wireless Controller into production, it's really giving us
good visibility. All our access points are connected to one controller. Through that controller, we can actually handle each access
point; we can disconnect or connect that access point, and then we can tell, or see, or allow how many users are, or should be,
connected through that access point. These are the developments, or the functionalities, that wireless controllers provide for us.
WHAT IS MOST VALUABLE?
The most important feature is all about the two wavelengths, the 2.4GHz and the 5GHz, and the access points which are
connected to this wireless controller. The perfect thing is that if we really want to know where a specific user is connected, it gives
us the ability to see that and how that user is actually receiving. We can know the speed and their IP, their MAC address and, most
of the time, how much bandwidth they're using per day. The wireless controller actually gives that functionality as well. The other
good thing is the dashboard. It tells us who is using most of the bandwidth, and how many APs are not in good range, or that do
not actually have good security. It shows us which users are trying to hack or how many users are trying to use BitTorrent. So it
gives us very good visibility into the user, so we know who we have or who we are providing internet or bandwidth for.
WHAT NEEDS IMPROVEMENT?
The speed could be better. I heard that Aruba is trying to shape the speed inside the wireless controller, but that has not been
adopted yet. If they put some kind of mechanism inside the wireless controller for the speed such that, "Okay, this many users will
have 20 by 20, 20 in the upload, 20 in the download. Just this many users. And this many users will have this type of speed or that
type of speed." I think it would be very good if they actually bring that functionality inside the wireless controller. I would also like
to see stable firmware.
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FOR HOW LONG HAVE I USED THE SOLUTION?
Three to five years.
WHAT DO I THINK ABOUT THE STABILITY OF THE SOLUTION?
Every month Aruba has new firmware. I don't know if it's good or bad but it's not good in terms of production. We can't upgrade
our firmware every month, especially an enterprise company, because if we upgrade our firmware based on the latest firmware
that Aruba has, that firmware is not stable. They're not 100 percent sure about it. My suggestion is, take your time, or invest in your
knowledge. Bring on more engineers. Don't produce or broadcast firmware every month. Just have two or three firmware updates
each year, and make them stable. Perfect. The way that Cisco does.
WHAT DO I THINK ABOUT THE SCALABILITY OF THE SOLUTION?
The amount of work that the controllers are handling is perfect. It's very good.
HOW IS CUSTOMER SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT?
Tech support is pretty easy to work with, pretty fast. But when it comes to sending your logs to the Aruba guys, then it takes time. I
had some crash logs the other day. I sent them and it took about three weeks for them to analyze the logs and then, in the end,
they told me they really didn't know what was going on. So the help desk, the first level of support is very good. But when it's
going to the engineers to analyze logs, then it takes time.
HOW WAS THE INITIAL SETUP?
The setup was a little bit complicated. It really depends on the person. If you really don't know and it's your first time that you are
touching an Aruba device, then it takes a lot of time. You're not going to get it, if you have never actually touched an Aruba
Wireless Controller. You have to have an experienced engineer with you to show you what to do: how to add an AP, how to
proceed with all the other configurations. Once you have had your hands on it a couple of times, then it becomes easier.
WHAT'S MY EXPERIENCE WITH PRICING, SETUP COST, AND LICENSING?
It's not expensive. That is the reason we switched to Aruba.
WHAT OTHER ADVICE DO I HAVE?
Take the training at first and then implement it. Be sure to have full knowledge of your network, know how your network has been
set up. And have a senior engineer or have one of the Aruba engineers so they can help you with the project that you have. Ask
them how to actually implement Aruba into your network and they can advise you. I give this solution a 10 out of 10. It's a new
product, Aruba is somewhat new to the market but I think they are doing an excellent job. For a newbie type of product, it's not
very easy to compete with the market, especially with the Cisco controller manager. But I think Aruba is on top, nowadays, in the
market.
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